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ACCESSORIES

90° Metallic Reinforcement - FRANSYL IZOBEST (1)
Adjustable Pavers Eterno MRP Supports and Tiles - MARATHON (2)
Alpine Snowguards for low-friction, sloped roof - ALPINE SNOWGUARDS
Anchor Pins - FRANSYL IZOBEST
Cable Outlet Posts - LEXCOR (3)
Cant to Wall Expansion Joint Cover - JOHNS MANVILLE
Concrete Roof Ballast Slabs - BROOKLIN-ARMTEC (4)
EJ/WC Curb to Curb expansion joint covers - JOHNS MANVILLE
EJ/WC Curb to Wall expansion joint covers - JOHNS MANVILLE
EPS Insulation Stopper - LEXMAT (5)
Electrical Socket Posts - LEXCOR (6)
Expand-O-Gard Vertical Expansion Joint Cover – JOHNS MANVILLE
Expansion Joint Covers Style CF Curb to Curb – JOHNS MANVILLE
Expansion Joint Covers Style CF Cant to Cant – JOHNS MANVILLE
Fibrelex Natural Wood Fiber Cant Strip - Lexcor
Flag-it - Identification System - LEXCOR
Flash-Maxx Retrofit Drain Seal - LEXCOR
Flash-Tite CM (Curb Mount) Expansion Joint Covers - LEXCOR (7)
Flash-Tite Deck Clamps - LEXCOR
Flash-Tite Drain & Vent Seals - LEXCOR
Flash-Tite Flow Control Inserts - LEXCOR
Flash-Tite Gooseneck - LEXCOR (8)
Flash-Tite LP (Low Profile) Expansion Joint Covers - LEXCOR
Flash-Tite SMF Expansion Joint Covers - LEXCOR
Flash-Tite Superdrain Flow Control Insert - LEXCOR
Height Fitter made of Expanded Polystyrene - FRANSYL IZOBEST
Hi-Flex EPDM Lexpad 300 Walkway Pad - Lexcan (9)
Hi-Pro PVC Pre-Fabricated Membrane Accessories - LEXCAN
Hi-Tuff TPO Universal Corners - Lexcan
Hi-Tuff TPO Walkway - LEXCAN (10)
Insulated Cardboard Stop - LEXMAT (11)
LP & CM Expansion Joint Covers Installation Details - LEXCOR
Maxxflo Retrofit Roof Drain Seal - LEXCOR (12)
NWR - Sheet Rubber (13)
PVC Expansion Joint Cover – JOHNS MANVILLE
PVC Walkways for Roof - LEXCAN
Perlex Perlite-Based Cant Strip - LEXCOR (14)
Perlex Tapered Edge Strip - Lexcor
Pump Gasket
R-105 Ladder Acces Roof Hatch - LEXCOR
R-110 - Step Stairs Roof Top Access - LEXCOR (15)
R-120 Stair Access Roof Hatch - LEXCOR
R-130 Custom Single Leaf Roof Hatch - Lexcor
R-140 Equipment Access Roof Hatch - Lexcor
Roof Flap - Multi-Moulures
Roof Hatches R-100 (Ladder Access) - LEXCOR (16)
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Roof Pipes Entry Hatches - LEXCOR (1)
Roof in a Box - EPDM Patch Disk - LEXMAT
Roofcub II System - LEXCOR (2)
Roofpart Pourable Sealer - LEXCOR
Serie 350 Multi-Purpose Vent - LEXCOR
Skylights - LEXCOR (3)
Skylights - VELUX CANADA
Stainless Steel Goosenecks (4)
Support Systems for Rooftop Building - EcoFoot (5)
SureFlow Retrofit Vandalproof Vent Caps - LEXCOR (6)
Watertight Seals - Fransyl Seal
Wire Outlet Posts - LEXCOR (7)
Wooden Boxes (8)

ADHESIVES

Air & Vapour Barrier Adhesive Air Bloc 21 - BAKOR
Air & Vapour Barrier Adhesive Spray Applied Air Bloc 21 S - BAKOR
BA-90 Bonding Adhesive - LEXCAN
Blueskin Adhesive Adhesive for Self-Adhered Membranes - BAKOR
Bonding Adhesive Water Based BA-160 - LEXCAN (9)
Cold Apply Adhesive Lexstick CA - LEXCOR
Cold Gold Adhesive - IKO
Fire-Resistive Roof and Insulation Adhesive 830-05 - BAKOR
Handi Stick Polystyrene Construction Adhesive - FOMO PRODUCTS (10)
Hi-Flex EPDM PA-100 Primer Adhesive - LEXCAN
Hi-Tuff TPO Bonding Adhesive - LEXCAN
High temperature Spray Adhesive Ultrastick - LEXCOR (11)
Insultac II Insulation Adhesive - LEXCOR (12)
LEXCOR Insultac II Pump Grade Insulation Adhesive
Lexphalt LG Roofing Adhesive - LEXCOR
Multigrip Fire-retardant Primer - LEXCOR
Permate Summer Grade Fireproof Adhesive - LEXCOR
Roof Foamed Polyurethane Adhesive Lexphalt - LEXCOR
Roof Foamed Polyurethane Asphalt Adhesive - FRANSYL (13)
Roof in a Box - Bonding Adhesive for EPDM Membrane - LEMAT
Roof in a Box - Splice Adhesive - LEXMAT
SA-747 Splice Adhesive - LEXCAN
Synthetic Rubber-Based Adhesive 230-21 - BAKOR
Vapor-Bloc non-flammable roofing adhesive - BAKOR (14)

AIR & VAPOUR BARRIER PANELS

Duraseal Lightweight Support Panel - LEXCOR (15)
SONOsecur - Fire Retarded Soundproofing - MSL
Sonopan II Soundproofing Panel - MSL (16)
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AIR BARRIER MEMBRANES
RevealShield Air-Water-Vapor Membrane - VAPROSHIELD
RevealShield SA Self-Adhered Membrane - VAPROSHIELD (1)
SlopeShield Membrane with integrated Tape - VAPROSHIELD
SlopeShield SA Self-adhered Roof Underlayment - VAPROSHIELD
WallShield Air Barrier and Breathable Membrane - VAPROSHIELD
WrapShield - Breathable Membrane System - VAPROSHIELD (2)
WrapShield HS Air Barrier Membrane - VAPROSHIELD
Wrapshield SA Self-Adhesive air Barrier Membrane - VAPROSHIELD

AIR VAPOR BARRIER SUPPORT PANELS
Zip System Sheathing - HUBER ENGINEERED (3)

ASPHALT
50 lb. Solid Asphalt Bag (23 kg) type III (4)
Liquid Asphalt (5)
Oxidized Asphalt - BITUMAR
SEBS 750 Asphalt - BITUMAR
Winter Green Artificial Flavoring for tanker (6)

CLOTHES
Disposable Coverall (7)
Wool and Working Gloves (8)

COATINGS, LIQUID MEMBRANE
Elastomeric Air & Vapour Barrier Membrane Air Bloc 06 - Bakor
Elastomeric Asphalt Emulsion Waterproofing Aquabloc 720-33 - BAKOR
Elastomeric Asphalt Emulsion Waterproofing Aquabloc 720-38 - BAKOR
Elastomeric Liquid Membrane Aquabloc 770-06 - BAKOR (9)
Foundation Coating P-60 - PAQCO (10)
Liquid Membrane - KEMPER SYSTEM
Non-Fiber Roof Coating P-30 - PAQCO
Premium Grade Foundation Coating 710-11 - BAKOR
Water-based asphalt emulsion Barricoat R - CARLISLES CCW
Water-based asphalt emulsion Barricoat S - CARLISLES CCW
Waterproofing Asphalt Emulsion 700-01- BAKOR (11)

DRAINS AND EVENT PIPES
Adjustable – BBT Strainers (12)
Adjustable Dome Strainers
Aluminium Strainer – ECONO
Attic Gravity Vents – LEXCOR (13)
Cable Outlet Posts – LEXCOR (14)
Copper Drains (15)
Electrical Socket Posts – LEXCOR (16)
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Flash-Tite – SureFlow Roof Drains – LEXCOR
Flash-Tite B-Vent Flashings – LEXCOR
Flash-Tite BT Drains - LEXCOR
Flash-Tite Conduit Flashings – LEXCOR (1)
Flash-Tite Drain & Vent Seals - LEXCOR
Flash-Tite Drain Ballast Guards - LEXCOR (2)
Flash-Tite Flip-Top Roof Drains - LEXCOR (3)
Flash-Tite Superdrains Roof Drain - LEXCOR (4)
Galvanized Vent Pipes
Hi-Flex EPDM Pipe Boots - LEXCAN (5)
Hi-Tuff TPO - Pipes Boots - LEXCAN
Insulation & One Way vents - LEXCOR (6)
Maxxflo Retrofit Roof Drain Seal - LEXCOR (7)
Molded Ultra-Robust Vent Stack Cover with enlarged base - LEXCOR
Plastic Vent Pipes
Pump Gasket
Roof in a Box - EPDM Pipe Boot - LEXMAT
Standard Vent Stack Covers - LEXCOR
SureFlow Retrofit Vandalproof Vent Caps – LEXCOR
Vandalproof Vent Stack Covers - LEXCOR (8)
Watertight Seals - Fransyl Seal

EQUIPMENTS
1000 lbs Gravel Buckets - ASE
3 Wheels or 4 Wheels Trailer - ASE
5.5 HP Honda Motor self-propelled power buggy (Workhorse) - ASE
Adhesive Spreader - ROOFTOP EQUIPMENT INC (9)
Air Membrane Cutter Cobalt Runner - LEXCOR / ROOFMAX (10)
Burner 700 000 BTU (11)
Dump Bucket Attachment
FRANVAC - Industrial Gravel Removal Vaccum (12)
Fixed Access Ladders - LEXCOR (13)
Freestanding Guardrail Permanent - DELTA PREVENTION (14)
Gravel Bucket LP250-LP400
Gravel Spreader 36 in. Manual - ASE
Gravel Spreader Attachment
Gravi-T Applicator - LEXCOR/ROOFMAX
Guard Rail System - GRIZZLY
Hand Hoist - ASE
Hoist Forks for 2000 lbs.- ASE
Honda Engine
Hydraulic Swing Hoists - ASE
Hydraulic Tractor 13 HP - ASE (15)
Insulated Tank 55 gallons
Insulation Forks on Wheels - ASE
Ladder “Box Beam” Aluminium Extension (Series 42) - FEATHERLITE
Ladder Extra-Heavy Duty Extension (Series 32) - FEATHERLITE (16)
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Ladder Medium Duty Extension (Series 22) - FEATHERLITE
Ladder Platform Hoist LP250 & LP400 - ASE
Magnetic Broom 20” et 36” (1)
Mechanical Sweeper 36” - ASE
Mini Mopper (metric) - ASE
Patch Kettle - ASE
Platform LP250-LP400 (2)
Products Catalogue - GRIZZLY EQUIPMENTS
Raptor Torches - Express (3)
Roof Kettle - ASE (4)
Roof Remover Attachment - ASE
Roofmax - 11 H.P. Roof Cutter
Roofmax - 30 gal. Mop Cart
Roofmax - 400 lbs. Gravel Bucket
Roofmax - Asphalt Tanker
Roofmax - Dump Bucket Attachment
Roofmax - Flat Free Tire Wheelbarrow (5)
Roofmax - Gravel Spreader Attachment
Roofmax - Hoist Pulley
Roofmax - Manual Roof Remover (6)
Roofmax - Roofer’s Fall Protection Kit
Roofmax - Workhorse (7)
Rotary Planer 14” - ASE
Sweeper Attachment - ASE (8)
Sylvercut mini-cutter - Fransyl Roofmax (9)
T3 Insulfast System - RAMSET (10)
Waste Chute - SUPERCHUTE (11)
Workhorse Forks attachment - ASE

FIBERGLASS THERMAL BATT INSULATION
Fiber Glass Building Insulation - CERTAINTEED (12)
MinWool Curtain Wall sound and fire Insulation - JOHNS MANVILLE
Pink Fiberglas Thermal Batt Insulation - OWENS CORNING
Sound & Fire Block Battas - JOHNS MANVILLE (13)
Sound-Shield formaldehyde-Free Fiberglass Insulation - JOHNS MANVILLE (14)
THERMAFIBER - RainBarrier 45 Insulation
TempControl Mineral Wool Batt - JOHNS MANVILLE
Unfaced Formaldehyde-free Acoustical Fiberglass insulation - JOHNS MANVILLE

FLORA HORTICULTURAL PRODUCTS LINE
Flora – Horticultural Products line - FRANSYL (15)

GREEN ROOFS AND TERRACES
Hydropack - Vegetal I.D (16)
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**HIDRO - POOL PRODUCTS**
Hidro - Pool Accessories - FRANSYL (1)

**INSULATED CONCRETE FORMS**
Blocking - FRANSYL IZOBEST
Insulated Concrete Form 45 Degrees Angle Block - FRANSYL IZOBEST (2)
Insulated Concrete Form Brick Ledge Block - FRANSYL IZOBEST
Insulated Concrete Form Straight Block - FRANSYL IZOBEST (3)
Insulated Concrete Form Taper Block - FRANSYL IZOBEST (4)
Insulated concrete form 90 Degrees Angle Block - FRANSYL IZOBEST (5)

**LIGHTWEIGHT FILL**
Izoroute - Road Infrastructure Lightweight Fill - FRANSYL
Izosol - Multi Purpose Lightweight Fill - FRANSYL (6)

**MAINTENANCE PRODUCTS**
Adfoam Cleaner 500 – Adfast
Adseal 6003 Cleaner - Adfast
All used Coloured Cloths - ROOFMAX
Big Orange - Aerosol Solvent Degreaser
Dufoam Cleaner - 500 ml. - DUFOAM
Fransyl Roofmax – Ultra Cleaner (7)
Granules Pail - IKO (8)
LEXCOR/ROOFMAX - Drysek Absorbent (9)
LEXCOR/ROOFMAX - Roofsafe De-Icer
MagicSand Temporary Sealant - LEXCOR ROOFMAX (10)
Roof in a Box - Splice Wash - LEXMAT
Sticknot Foam Release Let-Loose - CORBOND JM (11)
Weathered Membrane Cleaner - EPDM & TPO - LEXCAN (12)
Winter Green Artificial Flavoring for tanker

**MEMBRANES, TAPES, FELTS AND PAPERS**
#15 Saturated Felt - BP
15 lbs Perforated Felt - LEXCOR (13)
33' Measuring Tape - RM433
50 mil FiberTite XT Membrane - SEAMAN CORPORATION
60 mil FiberTite-SM Membrane - SEAMAN CORPORATION
60 mil FiberTite-SM FB Membrane - SEAMAN CORPORATION
Adhesive Ribbon Tape - ECHO TAPE
Air and Vapour Barrier Self Adhesive Ribbon Greentape - LEXCOR (14)
Air-Gard Membranes - BP
Air-Lock Membrane - BP (15)
Air/Vapor Barrier Membrane Aquabarrier TG - IKO
Air/Vapour Barrier Membrane Blueskin SA - BAKOR (16)
Aquabarrier 12", 18" or 24" TWF Membrane - IKO
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AquabARRIER AVB 18”, 24” or 36” Air and vapour barrier Membrane - IKO
AquabARRIER FP Membrane - IKO
Armourbond 180 Modified Bitumen Membrane - IKO
Armourbond Flash Modified Bitumen Membrane - IKO (1)
Armourbridge 4.5 mm Polyester and modified bitumen Membrane - IKO
Armourcool Granular Modified Bitumen Membrane - IKO (2)
Armourgard Ice and Water Protector - IKO (3)
Asphalt Saturated Standard Cotton Fabric (4)
Contractors Sheathing Tape (Tuck tape)
Elastobond S6 Elastomeric Waterproofing Membrane - POLYGLASS
Elastoflex SA P Elastomeric Membrane - POLYGLASS (5)
Elastoflex SA V Elastomeric Membrane - POLYGLASS (6)
Elastomeric Asphalt Emulsion Waterproofing Aquabloc 720-33 - BAKOR
Elastomeric Asphalt Emulsion Waterproofing Aquabloc 720-38 - BAKOR
Elastomeric Flashing Sheet Unreinforced 990-25 - BAKOR
Elastomeric Liquid Membrane Aquabloc 770-06 - BAKOR
Elastomeric Membranes - Commercial and Industrial Products Catalogue - IKO
Elastomeric Flashing Sheet Unreinforced 990-25 - BAKOR
F-20 vinyl Membrane Waterproofing Air barrier - LEXCOR
FR-40 Flexible Flashing Membrane - LEXCOR
Fast-N-Stick 180 Base - Polyester and Modified Bitumen Membrane - IKO
FiberTite 36 mil Membrane - SEAMAN CORPORATION (7)
FiberTite FB 36 mil Membrane - SEAMAN CORPORATION (8)
FiberTite-SM 45 mil Membrane - SEAMAN CORPORATION
Fiberglass Self-adhesive Membrane - Roofast - IKO
Fire Resistant Slipsheets - ATLAS (9)
Fluid Applied Air, Water & Vapour Barrier Membrane Air Bocl 32 MR - BAKOR
Fluid Applied Air, Water & Vapour Barrier Membrane Air Bocl 31 MR - BAKOR
Geoguard W200 - ZTG (10)
Hi-Flex EPDM FB Membrane HA - LEXCAN
Hi-Tuff TPO Roofing System - LEXCAN
Hi-Tuff TPO - PS Cover Strip 6” x 100’ white - LEXCAN (11)
Hi-Flex EPDM (18”) LexFlash II rolls - LEXCAN
Hi-Flex EPDM (6”, 9”, 12”) LexFlash II rolls - LEXCAN (12)
Hi-Flex EPDM FB CA Membrane - LEXCAN
Hi-Flex EPDM FB Membrane HA with Past - LEXCAN
Hi-Flex EPDM Fleece-Backed CA with Past Membrane - LEXCAN
Hi-Flex EPDM Overlay Tape T-610 - LEXCAN
Hi-Flex EPDM Reinforced Membrane - LEXCAN
Hi-Flex EPDM Stripbond II - 6” or 9” - LEXCAN
Hi-Flex EPDM T-325 Seam Tape - LEXCAN (13)
Hi-Pro PVC Membrane - LEXCAN
Hi-Tuff Fleece-backed HA TPO Membrane - LEXCAN
Hi-Tuff TPO - Non-Reinforced Membrane - LEXCAN
Hi-Tuff TPO - Reinforced Membrane - LEXCAN (14)
Hi-Tuff TPO Fleece-Backed CA Membrane - LEXCAN (15)
IKOGLASS - Type IV Glass Ply Sheet - IKO (16)
IKOGLASS - Type VI Glass Ply Sheet - IKO
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Ice & Water Shield - GRACE
Lexshield - AVB Membrane and Flashing Tapes - LEXCOR (1)
Modiflex MF 95 FS Base - Modified Bitumen Membrane - IKO (2)
Modiflex MF 95 SS Base - Modified Bitumen Membrane - IKO
Modiflex MP 180 FS Base - Modified Bitumen Membrane - IKO
Modiflex MP 180 SS Base - Modified Bitumen Membrane - IKO
Modiflex MP 250 Cap - Modified bitumen membrane - IKO
No.25 Asphalt Coated Base Sheet - IKO (3)
PE-10 Vapour retarder Membrane - LEXCOR
PE-6 Vapour Retarder Membrane - LEXCOR (4)
Permabloc Plus Extra Vapor Barrier - FRANSYL
Permabloc Plus Vapour Barrier - FRANSYL
Permulate Ultra-R Vapour Barrier - LEXCOR (5)
Permulate Vapour Retarder - LEXCOR (6)
Polyethylene Film membrane - RALSTON
Polyethylene Membrane - PLASTIQUES BALCAN (7)
Polytape Stick S, Self adhesive tape - LEXCOR
Polytape Stick Thermofusable Surface Tape - LEXCOR
ReveiXor thermo-acoustic membrane - MSL
RevealShiel Air-Water-Vapor Membrane - VAPROSHIELD
Roof in a Box - Cover Tape - LEXMAT
Roof in a Box - EPDM Membrane - LEXMAT
Roof in a Box - Flashing Tape - LEXMAT
Roof in a Box - Perimeter Securement - LEXMAT (8)
Roof in a Box - Seam Tape - LEXMAT
Self-Adhering Base-Sheet Flashing - Armourbond Flash Sand - IKO
Self-Adhering Roofing Underlayment Membrane - LEXMAT
Self-Adhesive Vapor Barrier Membrane Permabond Stick - LEXCOR (9)
Self-Adhesive Waterproofing Membrane Blueskin WP 200 - BAKOR
Self-adhesive Membrane Blueskin TWF- BAKOR (10)
Shingle-Mate Roofing underlayment - GAF
SlopeShield Membrane with integrated Tape - VAPROSHIELD
SlopeShield SA Self-Adhered Roof Underlayment - VAPROSHIELD
Standard Hi-Flex EPDM Membranes - LEXCAN
Stripbond II White Hi-Tuff TPO - LEXCAN (11)
Thermofusible Tape Polytape 180 - LEXCOR (12)
Thermofusible Tape Polytape 95 - LEXCOR
Torchflex 95 SF Membrane - IKO
Torchflex TF 95 FF Base 2.2 - Modified bitumen membrane - IKO
Torchflex TP 180 FF base - Modified bitumen membrane - IKO
Torchflex TP 180 SF (3 mm) Membrane - IKO
Torchflex TP 250 Cap - Modified bitumen membrane - IKO (13)
Vanguard 180 FF - Modified Bitumen Base Sheet - LEXCOR
Vanguard 180 FS - Modified Bitumen Base Sheet - LEXCOR (14)
Vanguard 180 SS - Modified Bitumen Base Sheet - LEXCOR (15)
Vanguard 250 5 mm TC - Modified Bitumen Cap Sheet - LEXCOR
Vanguard 250 MC - Modified Bitumen Cap Sheet - LEXCOR
Vanguard 250 TC - Modified Bitumen Cap Sheet - LEXCOR (16)
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Vanguard 95 FS - Modified Bitumen Base Sheet - LEXCOR
Vanguard BOLT - Mechanically Fastened Modified Bitumen Base Sheet - LEXCOR
Vapour Permeable Air Barrier Membrane Air Bloc 07 - BAKOR
Water Resistive Air barrier membrane Blueskin VP100 - BAKOR
Waterproofing Roofing Membrane 790-11 - BAKOR
White Hi-Flex EPDM Membrane - LEXCAN
ZIP System Flashing Tape - HUBER ENGINEERED WOODS
ZIP System Stretch Tape - HUBER ENGINEERED WOODS

PLASTIC CEMENT, MASTIC, SEALANTS
Adseal Scellant Series 4580 - Adfast
BES Black Sealant - BAKOR
Hi-Flex EPDM Lap Sealant EPDM based Sealant - LEXCAN
Hi-Flex EPDM Pourable Sealer - LEXCAN
Hi-Tuff TPO Cut Edge Sealer - LEXCAN
Lexbond C Adhesive Sealant - LEXCOR
Lexbond Silicone Sealant - LEXCOR
Lexplast Brush Modified Bitumen Adhesive - LEXCOR
Lexplast Roof Plastic Cement - LEXCOR
Lexplast Trowel Rubberized Flashing Cement - LEXCOR
MagicSand Temporary Sealant - LEXCOR ROOFMAX
Polybitume 570-05 Sealing Compound - BAKOR
Roof in a Box - Bonding Adhesive for EPDM Membrane - LEXMAT
Roof in a Box - Lap Sealant - LEXMAT
Roof in a Box - Water Cut-Off - LEXMAT
Sealant Supra Expert - MULCO
Separable Color Chart Adseal 4580 - Adfast
Universal Single-Ply Sealant - LEXCAN
Water Cut-Off Mastic - LEXCAN

PRIMERS
910-01 Asphalt Primer - BAKOR
Adseal Primer MK 60095 - Adfast
Aerosol Primer Lexprime - LEXCOR
Asphaltic Primer - Lexprime AS - LEXCOR
Blueskin Primer and Spray Prep - BAKOR
Hi-Flex EPDM PA-100 Primer Adhesive - LEXCAN
Lexprime TG Primer - LEXCOR
Liquid Membrane - KEMPER SYSTEM
Multigrip Fire-retardant Primer - LEXCOR
Poly-Tac Primer 930-18 BAKOR
Roof in a Box - Tape Primer solvent base - LEXMAT

PROTECTION SYSTEMS
Industrial and Specialty Market Flyer
Polyurethane Foam Lextrik - LEXCOR
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PROTECTIVE PACKAGING PARTS PRO-TECH  
Pro-Tech - Protective Packaging Parts - FRANSYL (1)  

RIGID INSULATION PANELS  
ACFoam II Polyiso Roof Insulation - ATLAS  
Aquaazol Fransyl Insulation (2)  
Bizofibre FR Insulation - FRANSYL (3)  
Bizofibre Insulation – FRANSYL  
Bizolap Insulation - FRANSYL (4)  
Bizolap FB Insulation - FRANSYL  
Bizolap FR Insulation – FRANSYL  
Bizolap PL Insulation – FRANSYL (5)  
Bizolap XD - Prefabriqued Panel 2 in 1 - FRANSYL  
Bizolite Insulation - FRANSYL  
Bizolon Insulation – FRANSYL  
Celfort 200 or 300 Extruded Polystyrene Rigid Insulation - OWENS CORNING  
C-Zol - Air Vapor Barrier Insulating Panel - FRANSYL (6)  
Enemax Sound Deadening Panel - BP  
Fibrelex 1” Asphalt Coated High Strength Roof Insulation - LEXCOR (7)  
Foamular 350 - 350 CVI Ext. Polystyrene Rigid Insulation - OWENS CORNING (8)  
Foamular 400-600-1000 HD Ext. Polystyrene Rigid insulation - OWENS CORNING  
Infracube - Pre-Bored Block – FRANSYL (9)  
Isolex and Isolex II - Polyisocyanurate Roof Insulations - LEXCOR  
Izocurb Insulation - FRANSYL  
Izodal Insulation - FRANSYL (10)  
Izodrain Insulation - FRANSYL  
Izoface Insulation - FRANSYL  
Izofibre FR Insulation - FRANSYL  
Izofibre Insulation - FRANSYL  
Izoflûte Insulation - FRANSYL (11)  
Izol Insulation - FRANSYL (12)  
Izolair FB Insulation - FRANSYL  
Izolair FR Insulation - FRANSYL  
Izolair PL Insulation - FRANSYL  
Izolite Insulation - FRANSYL  
Izolon Insulation – FRANSYL (13)  
Izolon R+ - Bizolon R+ Fransyl Insulation 2 in 1 Prefabricated Panel (14)  
Izoroute - Road Infrastructure Lightweight Fill - FRANSYL  
Izosol - Multi Purpose Lightweight Fill - FRANSYL  
Izosump – Expanded Polystyrene Slope Starter Panel - FRANSYL (15)  
O’ZOL Insulation – FRANSYL  
Perlex 1” - Perlite Insulation Board - LEXCOR  
Polybase R+ Prefabricated Insulation Panel 3 in 1 - FRANSYL (16)  
Polybase R+ S Prefabricated Insulation Panel 3 in 1 - FRANSYL  
Polybase XD Prefabricated Insulation Panel 3 in 1 - FRANSYL  
Polybase XD S Prefabricated Insulation Panel 3 in 1 - FRANSYL  
Polyzol Under Slab Insulation (Residential) - FRANSYL  
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ROOFING PROTECTIVE CAP
Roofing White Marble MB2-820 - AGREBEC INC
Roofing White Marble MB2-824 - AGREBEC INC. (3)

SAFETY PRODUCTS
Fransyl Roofmax - Knee Pad
Fransyl Roofmax - Roofer’s Fall Protection Kit (4)
Hard Hats CSA - PRIMELINE TOOLS (5)
Lifeline Safety Systems GRASP - LEXCOR (6)
Safety Bar Handle - LEXCOR
Safety Glasses - PRIMELINE TOOLS
Tear Away Traffic Vest - PRIMELINE TOOLS
Wool or Working Gloves

SCREWS, PLATES, TERMINATION BARS, NAILS, FASTENERS
.27 Caliber Yellow Cartridge - Hilti (7)
2” Soft Washer- HILTI (8)
Electro Galvanized Nails
Fransyl Roofmax - Topmax Nails
Hot Dip Galvanized Nails
Lexgrip #12 DP Insulation Screws Phillips Head - LEXCOR (9)
Lexgrip #12 Hex Head DP Insulation Screws - LEXCOR
Lexgrip #12 PA Insulation Screws Hex Head and 3” Plates - LEXCOR
Lexgrip #12 PA Insulation Screws Phillips Head and 3” Plates - LEXCOR (10)
Lexgrip #12 Pre-Assembled Insulation Screws 3” Plastic Plates - LEXCOR (11)
Lexgrip #12 Pre-Assembled Insulation Screws and 2” Barbed Plates - LEXCOR
Lexgrip #14 DP HD Insulation Screws - LEXCOR
Lexgrip #14 HD-SS Stainless Steel Fasteners - LEXCOR
Lexgrip #15 DP Extra Heavy Duty Fasteners - LEXCOR
Lexgrip - 3” Galvanized Steel Insulation Plates - LEXCOR (12)
Lexgrip 2” Barbed Galvanized Steel Seam Plates - LEXCOR
Lexgrip 2.4” Barbed Galvanized Steel Seam Plates - LEXCOR
Lexgrip Accutrac Insulation Plates - LEXCOR (13)
Lexgrip Induction Plate - LEXCOR (14)
Roof in a Box - Screws and Plates DP#15 - LEXMAT (15)
Roofing Coil Nails - LEXMAT
Simpson Attach - EDB
TB-50, TB-75 or TB-100 Termination Bar - TRUFAST

SHINGLES
Cedar Shingle - SBC
Dakota - BP (many colors) (16)
Designer Shingles - GAF (many colors)
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Everest 42 - BP (many colors) (1)
Manoir - BP (many colors) (2)
Mystique 42 - BP (many colors) (3)
Pro-Start eave rake Starter strip - GAF (4)
Seal-A-Ridge - GAF (many colors)
Starter Strip - BP
Timberline HD Shingles - GAF (many colors)
Timberline NS Shingles - GAF (many colors)
Timbertex Ridge Cap Shingles - GAF (many colors)
Yukon SB - BP (many colors) (5)

SPRAYED INSULATION PRODUCTS
CLIMATE PRO blow-in loose-fill fiber glass insulation - JOHNS MANVILLE (6)
Closed-Cell Spray Polyurethane Foam - Corbond III - JM
Handi-Foam - Extreme Polyurethane Foam Sealant - FOMO PRODUCTS
Handi-Foam 40 Series One-Component Cylinder Foam - ICP Adhesives & Sealants
Handi-Foam Gun Foam Sealant - FOMO PRODUCTS
InsulSafe XC Fiber Glass Blowing Insulation - CERTAINTEED
JM Spider - Spray in Custom Fiber Glass Insulation - JOHNS MANVILLE
JM Spider Plus Custom Insulation System - JOHNS MANVILLE (8)
One Component Polyurethane Foam 8-600 - ADFAST
Polyurethane Foam Adfoam 1875 - ADFAST
Polyurethane Foam Adfoam 1885 2 - ADFAST
Polyurethane Foam Polar Adfoam 1825 - ADFAST
Spray Polyurethane Foam - Handi-Foam - FOMO PRODUCTS
WEATHERSHIELD - Cellulose Fiber Insulation (9)

SUBFLOOR
3 in 1 Subfloor Panel - LEXMAT (10)

SUPPORT PANELS
Cement Board - HARDIEBACKER (11)
DensDeck Prime Support Panel - GEORGIA PACIFIC (12)
DensDeck Support panel - GEORGIA PACIFIC
Dexcell - Glass Mat Roof Board - NG (13)
Duraseal Lightweight Support Panel - LEXCOR
Embedded Glass Reinforced Gypsum Sheating 5/8 Type X - CERTAINTEED
Embedded Glass reinforced Gypsum GlasRoc 1/2” - CERTAINTEED
F-ZOL - Safety Panel for foundation wall - FRANSYL (14)
Fibrelex 0.5” Asphalt Coated High Strength Roof Insulation - LEXCOR
Fibrelex 1” Asphalt Coated High Strength Roof Insulation - LEXCOR (15)
Fibrelex Natural Wood Fiber Cant Strip - LEXCOR
Fibrelex ½” Natural Roof Fiberboard - LEXCOR (16)
Fransyl Polybase R+ S Prefabricated Insulation Panel 3 in 1
Gypsum Board 5/8 Type X - CABOT
Gypsum Board Sheeting Treated Core Regular and Type X - CertainTeed
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Gypsum Panels MR Moisture Resistant - CABOT (1)
HD Asphalt and Wax Impregnated Fibreboard Roof Insulation - LSP
Impervious Roofing Support Panel Lexbase XD - LEXCOR
Impervious Roofing Support Panel Lexbase XD S - LEXCOR
Impervious Roofing Support Panel Lexbase FR - LEXCOR (2)
Impervious Roofing Support Panel Lexbase R+ LEXCOR (3)
Impervious Roofing Support Panel Lexbase R+ S - LEXCOR
Impervious Roofing support Insulation panel - Lexbase FR S - LEXCOR
Izofold Protection Roof Panel - Fransyl
Izolon R+ -Bizolon R+ Insulation 2 in 1 Prefabricated Panel - FRANSYL (4)
Izolon XD - Bizolon XD - 2 in 1 Prefabriqued Panel - FRANSYL
Lexbari R - 2 in 1 Roof Composite Panel - LEXCOR
Lexbase G - 2 in 1 Roof Composite Panel - LEXCOR (5)
Lexbase G S- 2 in 1 Roof Composite Panel - LEXCOR
Lexbox 90 Recover Board 1/2 - LEXCOR
Lexbox ¼” - Recover Board Panel - LEXCOR (6)
Lexfast 3 in 1 composite Panel - LEXCOR (7)
Lextrio R+ 3 in 1 Roof Composite Panel - LEXCOR (8)
Lextrio R+ S 3 in 1 Roof Composite Panel - LEXCOR
Perlex 1” - Perlite Insulation Board - LEXCOR (9)
Perlex CB Plus ½” - LEXCOR
Polybase R+ Prefabricated Insulation Panel 3 in 1 - Fransyl (10)
Polypropylene Protection Board 990-31 - BAKOR
Prefabricated Parapet Walls System Paradeck - FRANSYL
Prefabricated Parapet Walls System Paraspec - FRANSYL
ProtectoBoard 1/8” (3.2 mm) - IKO
ProtectoBoard Panel ¼ in. (6,0 mm) - IKO
Securpan Fire Resistant Roof Panels - Louiseville Speciality Products
ZIP System Roof Support - HUBER ENGINEERED

TOOLS
1.5” Flex Hose
15” Sleeve
16 oz. Special Hammer (11)
2” Internal Basket
20 oz. Plumb Hatchet
24 oz. or 28 oz. Hatchet (12)
3.5 lbs. Axe (13)
32 oz. Plumb Hatchet
33’ Measuring Tape - RM433
5 Tips Sylvercut Blade - ROOFMAX (14)
6” Nipple
Adjustable Shingle Brackets 2 x 8 (15)
Aluminium Handle
Asphalt Skimmer
Attachment Pole
Brushes (two sizes) (16)
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Carpenter Axe 2.25 lbs.
Chalk line (1)
Chalkline Powder
Circle Mop 1 lb
Circle Mops Sleeve
Coal Scoops - GRIZZLY (2)
Complete Nilycon Union
Crowbar
Cutter Belts
Disposable Cotton Mop
Double-Tip Extra Long Torch Kit (Magnum) CXLE-70F (3)
Double-Tip Torch Kit CE-50F
EPDM 12” Scissors - Roofmax
EPDM Marquers (4)
Eagle 2000 Hot-Air Gun (5)
Electric Screwdriver (6)
Fibreglass Mop
Flex Saver Pipe Elbow
Garden Spade, Long or Short Handle - GRIZZLY
Granules Pail - IKO
Gravel Dipper
Gravel Pusher 20” (7)
Gypsum Hatchet
Hand Notcher
Hand Seamer (8)
Infrared Thermometer
Kettle Hose 3/8 in. x 15 ft. (9)
Kettle Regulator (10)
Kettle Thermometer
L Pipe
Large or Small (Spring Lock pin)
Large or Small Elastomer Trowel (11)
Long or Short Caulking Gun - CHILTON (12)
Long Pin - 2933
M1R-M2R-M3R Snip
Magnetic Broom 20” et 36” (13)
Manille Cables (Shackle)
Megagrip Snip – 10”, 14” or 16” (14)
Metal Joints or Rubber Joint Roller 2” - ROOFMAX (15)
Metal Hatchet - PRIMEGRIP
Mop Bell
Mop Hanks - Blue Yarn
Mop Hanks - Glass Fibre
Orange Hammer
Pipe Wrench
Pneumatic Roofing cutter - LEXCOR/ROOFMAX (16)
Pointed End or Square End Trowel
Polyester Fabric reinforcement Sheet - BAKOR
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Polypropylene Cables
Powder Actuated Tools - HILTI (1)
Pre-assembled Bag (2)
Propane Hose ¼ (3)
Q-1 Broom
Red Ripper Shovel
Reducer
Regulator Magnum ER300 (4)
Replacement Sweeper - ASE
Roller Puller (5)
Rotolape Wheel Compact (6)
Roofer’s Spade Long or Short Handle - GRIZZLY (7)
Roofmax - Roofripper Shovel (8)
Roofmax - Curve Blade Refill
Roofmax - Flat Free Tire
Roofmax - Flat Free Tire Wheelbarrow
Roofmax - Hoist Pulley
Roofmax - Knee Pad (9)
Roofmax - Rocket Applicator (6) (10)
Roofmax - Roofer’s Fall Protection Kit
Roofmax - Shingle Knife (11)
Roofmax - Shingle Roof Brackets
Roofmax - Thin Wall Tubing 1.5” diameter
Roofmax – Ultra Cleaner
Roofmax – Core Cotter 3” (12)
Roofmax - Torch Holder
Scrapper 3,5 in. or 7 in.
Screw Mop Sleeve
Screwdriver - U-FLOW
Shackle Screw Pin
Shingle Brackets 2 x 6
Short Pin - 2932
Simer Pump Replacement Cord 8’
Single Torch Kit (Magnum) LE-70
Squeegees Straight and Curved
Steel Cables 3/16 in.
Steel Pipe Draincock
Straight Dented Squeegees (13)
Street Elbow Male-Female
Street elbow female-female (14)
Swivel Hook
Tarzan Roller Frame
Tires and Wheels (15)
Union 300 lbs.
Urethane Gun - DUTAB (16)
Waste Canvas - GR
White Empty Pail
White Tarp
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Winter Green Artificial Flavoring for tanker
Wool or Working Gloves

VENTILATION
Aluminium or Pre-Painted Roof Ventilators
Attic Gravity Vents - LEXCOR (1)
Attic Vent for Sloped Roof R400 Series - LEXMAT (2)
Flash-Tite B-Vent Flashings - LEXCOR
Flash-Tite Conduit Flashings - LEXCOR
Flash-Tite Mastic Cups - LEXCOR
Flat Roof Ventilator - C100 Serie - LEXCOR
Four (4) Wings Flat Roof Attic Ventilator C-400 - LEXCOR (3)
Galvanized Vent Pipes
Hi-Flex EPDM Pipe Boots - LEXCAN (4)
Hi-Tuff TPO - Pipes Boots - LEXCAN (5)
Insulated Flat Roof Ventilator - C100-i Serie - LEXCOR
Insulated Flat Roof Ventilator - C400-i Serie - LEXCOR
Maxiflo Pro 200 Flat Roof Attic Vent - LEXCOR (6)
Maxiflo Pro 400 Flat Roof Attic Vent - LEXCOR
Maxiflo R200 Polypropylene 2-wings Attic Vent - LEXMAT (7)
Maxiflo Slim Polypropylene Attic Vent for sloped roof - LEXMAT (8)
Plastic Vent Pipes
Sloped Roof Ventilator R100 Series - LEXMAT (9)
Sloped Roof Ventilator R300 Series - LEXMAT (10)
Stainless Steel Goosenecks (11)
Standard Vent Stack Covers - LEXCOR
Vandalproof Vent Stack Covers - LEXCOR (12)
Wooden Boxes
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